Chili, Dried Fruit, Desserts...
Pairing options are endless!

Healthy breakfast tips for
your favorite coffee
Taste in just 3 easy steps:
Smell, Slurp, Sip!

Discover Your
Favorite
Coffee Today!

1. Join the wifi
2. Download the CUPCUP app in the Google or Apple Store
3. Create a profile using your Apple or Google Log In
4. Click "Brew a cup of coffee now" or the "+" icon
5. In the top right, click the "+" icon
6. Type the name of the coffee
7. Click "Roaster"
8. Click the "+" icon and type, "Fika G'noto"
9. Select the origin
10. Take a photo if you'd like!
11. Click, "Save"
12. Click Brewed at "Shop"
13. Select how the coffee was brewed, "Pour Over" or "French Press" (we'll let you know!)
14. Using the scrolling mechanism, select the flavors that you smell and taste! Make sure you
click the exact one and see a checkmark next to it in order for it to save!
15. Out of 5 stars, rank your experience with this coffee.
16. After you've recorded these, feel free to write down any other thoughts that come to mind
after this experience!
17. Click, "save"
18. If you click the "<" arrow at the top left, you'll see a collection of all of your entries.

FLAVOUR PROFILES

SCAN THE QR CODE!

INTERACTIVE FLAVOR WHEEL
PROVIDED BY
NOTBADCOFFEE.COM

Meet Your Host
My coffee journey is different from most. I never drank coffee
growing up and my first cup of coffee was at a Starbucks table
sitting in front of the manager who had just hired me. My first
cup of coffee was French Roast. One of the darkest and most
robust cups of coffees that you can find. Through experimenting
and self awareness it came to become one of my favorite cups
of coffee. Although there isn't a cup nowadays that I couldn't call a
favorite! This coffee tasting is composed of all of my favorites
from different regions and different roasts. Explore the world
with me, refine your palate, and discover your favorite cup of
coffee with me today!

Ashleigh Ellis
– @xo_a.marie
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Where is

COFFEE
GROWN?

The Coffee Belt is a location of where coffee is
best grown around the world. The belt is
geographically between the Tropics of Cancer
and the Tropics of Capricorn. It contains about
70 countries (of which only 44 produce coffee
significantly) that have tropical climates that
provide the best climate for growing coffee.
Coffee growing requires a very particular
environment including but not limited to:
sufficient rainfall, moderate sunny to cool days,
stable temperatures, high altitudes and fertile
soil.

"Coffee as a whole is an
art, from every step it
takes to get to what is
inside of your cup
today." – @xo_a.marie

Although coffee can be grown anywhere, even
in your backyard, it won't be nearly as good and
it will lack the essential fundamentals for
growing quality coffee.
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Tropic of Cancer

Tropic of Capricorn
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Coffee

PROCESSING

PROCESS

REGION

Natural

Ethiopia & Brazil

Coffee cherries are dried under the sun and
then pulp and mucilage are removed.

Fruit flavors

Washed

Different Countries

The cherry is removed then fermented to
remove the rest of the pulp. Then dried.

Higher acidity, increased complexity
and a cleaner finish

Pulped Natural

Brazil

Pulp is removed and coffee is dried with some
mucilage intact.

Increased sweetness & body

Honeyed

Costa Rica & El Salvador

Similar to the pulped natural but leaves more
mucilage on the beans creating a sticky honey
like consistency. Then dried.

A bright and juicy cup

Semi-Washed/
Wet-Hulled

Indonesia

Pulp is removed, then dried (not all of the
way), the parchment is removed, and then
dried again.

Lower acidity and more body and
can create many other natural
flavors like wood, earthy, mustiness,
spice, tobacco and leather.

METHOD

IMPACT ON TASTE

Bean
(what we drink)

Silverski
n
Parchment
(left on all beans but semi-washed
ones)

Mucilage

(left during the honey drying process)

Pulp
(first thing removed on
all processes except
Natural)

Cinnamon
Retains the beans flavors,
fruity cup of coffee, can be
grassy if not roasted enough

Blonde

Perfect cup to drink black

City/Medium

American's favorite!
Traditional medium roast

Full City

Balanced flavors from
acidity to roast

French

Milk aids the bite from this
roasts

Italian
Dark & robustly smokey

Roasts Profiles
Roasting is the process that transforms raw coffee
beans into flavorful coffee beans.
Lighter roasts retain the original flavors and
will have no oils on their surface because they
haven't been roasted long enough to break
the surface.
Medium roasts have a more roasty flavor and
still a non-oily surface. It's the most favorable
coffee roast in the United States.
Dark roasts produce a shiny bean and a
pronounced bitterness. The darker the roast,
the less acidic the coffee will taste.
The difference between a perfectly roasted coffee
and a ruined batch could be a matter of only a few
seconds!

STEPS FOR A COFFEE TASTING

1) Smell
Immediately

Close your eyes, place your nose close to the
rim of the cup and inhale deeply. Describe
the different aromas your nose can smell.
Utilize your Flavour Wheel to
describe anything that comes to
mind.
While your eyes are closed and
you are smelling visualize different
foods that come to mind as you
recall if that is what you could be
smelling.

STEPS FOR A COFFEE TASTING

2) Slurp
Now rudely slurp your coffee!
Although we are not doing this to
be rude, it sounds rude but it's the
most effective way to spray your
palate and hit all of those
hardworking taste buds on your
tongue! So slurp away!

What do you taste?
Is it zingy like a lemon?
Is it sappy on my tongue like
whole milk?
Write & describe these things

STEPS FOR A COFFEE TASTING

3) Locate & Describe
If your coffee tastes zingy like a lemon head, that's
acidity. Does your coffee feel very acidic
or does it have a low acidity on your tongue?
If your coffee tastes sappy like whole milk, that's
the body of your coffee! Does it feel like your
coffee has a full body or rather a light body? This
can be felt as a long & deep lingering feeling in
your mouth.

3) Locate & Describe
Describe your experience altogether.
Use a ranking system
Describe what was pleasant.
What food could make this coffee more enjoyable?
Do you feel the need to add cream & sugar to this cup?

Feel free to share your thoughts aloud!

The Best Palate Cleanser

In between each tasting, nibble on a small piece of bread to reset
your palate for the next tasting.
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If all else fails, you can always rely on one of these!
COLOMBIA- CHOCOLATEY

ETHIOPIAN GUJI - FRUITY

FRENCH ROAST - RICH & DARK

Colombian coffee is known for it's
rich and mild flavors. When
roasted and brewed correctly, it's
known for brewing a balanced cup
of coffee! It's commonly seen in
many brands and offered at many
restaurants!

Often reviewed as one of the highest
quality coffees in the world, Fika
G'noto is thrilled to offer this
delicate yet complex cup of coffee to
our customers. If you're out and
visiting a boutique shop, these
coffees are rich in a flavor and are
sure to shock your taste buds.

When we think of coffee, we typically
think of smokey flavors in a cup. This
is a traditional and rich in smokey
flavor cup of coffee but when brewed
perfectly it can be drank black or with
cream and sugar.
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WAYS TO

BREW
There are many many ways to brew your coffee! From your good ole reliable coffee maker at home, to more sophisticated methods like a siphon
brewer. Whomever is making the coffee is the artist and the brewing method is their paintbrush. It's all a matter of the outcome you are looking for.
Vist us online for our printable how to brew guides to refine your morning routine!

Meet the Pour Over
This is a traditional coffee
maker you may have at
home, it just needs a little
bit more manual labor than
a push of a button. With just
a few tools you can have
refreshing coffee made in
no time! It's much easier to
clean and maintain using
either a paper or metal
filter. It brews a clean cup of
coffee in about 3-5 minutes
if you already have ground
beans on hand.

Meet the French Press
Personally this is my favorite
way to brew coffee. You
know the saying if it ain't
broke don't try to fix it? Well
this coffee method has been
around for going on more
than 100 years and it still
produces rich in flavor coffee
thanks to its metal filter. You
can have delicious coffee in
just 4 minutes! Plus it's a fun
tool to work with!
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Sumatra Mandheling
Roast: Medium-Dark

SCHEDULE

Taste Profile: Earthy, creamy, chocolatey
Process: Wet hulling (hulled after being
soaked)
Pairing: Thai Curry Chocolate, Eggs, Coffee
Cake

Costa Pura Vida

Guatemala Quetzal

Java Dark

Roast: Light

Roast: Medium

Roast: Dark

Taste Profile: Milk Chocolate, Cherry,

Taste Profile: Milk Chocolate, Lemon

Taste Profile: Caramelized Sugar

Raspberry

Candy, Cashew

Process: Washed

Process: Natural

Process: Washed

Pairing: Chocolate Brownie,

Pairing: Sausage & Jalapeño &

Pairing: Fresh Lemons & a Lemon

Peppermint Cookie

Habanero Chocolate

Loaf

Italian Roast

Colombia Patroness
Roast: Light

Roast: Dark

Ethiopia Guji Gogoju Wate (GGG)

Taste Profile: Carbonized beans

Taste Profile: Milk Chocolate, Orange

Roast: Medium

Process: Washed

Taste Profile: Blackberry, Bergamot,

Pairing: Fresh Oranges

Jasmine

Pairing: Black Bean Chili, Cheese

Process: Washed

Danish & Pumpkin Pie

Process: Blend

Pairing: Lemonade
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LIGHT ROASTS

COSTA PURA VIDA
LIGHT | NATURAL | SAUSAGE & JALAPEÑO & HABANERO CHOCOLATE
MILK CHOCOLATE, CHERRY, RASPBERRY

Costa Rican coffee processing is highly advanced and could even be described as state of the art.
Costa Rica became the first Central American country to have a fully-developed coffee industry in the
1800's. They are known for a unique processing style known as "honeyed" coffee where they remove
the skin and pulp but retain some of the bean's mucilage. The process first became popular in 2006.

COLOMBIA LAS MONTAÑAS
LIGHT | WASHED | FRESH ORANGES
MILK CHOCOLATE, ORANGE

Thanks to the Andes Mountains, coffee farmers are dedicated to farming and harvesting coffee
cherries while clinging to the steep mountains they must climb to get to them.
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MEDIUM ROASTS

GUATEMALA QUETZAL
MEDIUM | WASHED | FRESH LEMONS & A LEMON LOAF
MILK CHOCOLATE, LEMON CANDY, CASHEW

This region is one of the few non-volcanic growing regions in the country. The climate is known for its
diversity and the soil is clay like with lots of organic matter. Huehue is home of the highest non-volcanic
mountain range reaching as high as 2,900-6,500 feet ASL.

ETHIOPIA GUJI GOGOJU WATE (GGG)
MEDIUM | WASHED | LEMONADE
BLACKBERRY, BERGAMOT, JASMINE

The Central Guji season started in early November this year and will finish up in mid-January. Most
washing stations will begin to prepare Grade 1 quality a couple of weeks into the season as the harvest
picks up and ripening begins to become more dense. The farmer Kedir's fermentation process is
extensive—he leaves freshly peeled seeds underwater for 60 hours compared to the average washing
station’s 48.
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DARK ROASTS

SUMATRA MANDHELING
MEDIUM-DARK | WET-HULLED |THAI CURRY CHOCOLATE, EGGS, COFFEE CAKE
EARTHY, CREAMY, CHOCOLATEY

The climate is hot, tropical and humid so that along with the fertile volcanic soil is ideal for growing
coffee beans! Indonesia was the first place outside of Arabia and Ethiopia to be cultivated where they
were brought by the Dutch who sought to break the worldwide Arabic monopoly in the cultivation of
coffee in 1696.

JAVA DARK ROAST
DARK | WASHED | CHOCOLATE BROWNIE & PEPPERMINT COOKIE
CARAMELIZED SUGAR

Among the many Asian Pacific islands, Java was introduced to coffee by the Dutch who brought it to the
island along with other islands like Sumatra and Bali in the 1600's. In the 1880's leaf rust destroyed
many of the coffee farms on the island and farmers responded by planting more resistant trees yet
lesser in quality. Five plantations exist today and still provide higher grade beans which is why we are
so excited to introduce this coffee to you!

BLENDS

ITALIAN ROASTS
DARK | BLEND | BLACK BEAN CHILI, CHEESE DANISH & PUMPKIN PIE
CARBONIZED BEANS

Italian Roast is one of the darkest roasted coffees in the world. Craft roasters roast the beans right before
they catch on fire! Leaving the beans oily to the touch and sight and tasting like carbonized smoke.
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Fee-ka Ga-noe-toe
Give it a go and say it!
VISIT US AT
WWW.FIKAGNOTO.COM
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Black Liquid Gold
Cold Brew

Liquid Gold
Fusion Cold Brew

